**Movie Name**

FAHRENHEIT 451

**Credits**

(SSID OUTLINE) IN iMOVIE TRAILER APP

**Logo Style**

- Colored Bars
- Dandelion
- Galaxy
- Street Lamp
- Trees

**Studio Name**

EAGLE MOUNTAIN FILMS

**Text**

A FIREFIGHTER WHO STARTS FIRES MEETS A STRANGE AND BEAUTIFUL GIRL...

FIREMAN PICTURE ("GUARDIAN")

YOUNG FIREMAN GRILL PIC ("CARRIE MCCULLERS")

A SOCIETY DESSENSITIZED BY TECHNOLOGY

BAR BUDS

TELEVISION

FAST CAR

WHERE BOOKS ARE NOT READ...
BUT FORCED AND BURNED

A SOCIETY WHERE INDEPENDENT THOUGHT IS A

CRIME

"IT MATTERS TO THOUGHT" SIGNS

ONE MAN’S DETERMINATION...

REbelliON PIC

"GOY MANS"...

TO SAVEn WHAT IS WORTH SAVING...
To preserve the individual of the past.

1.0 KUSHMILD

1.2 ROMAN SCULPTURE

1.4 BOOK VIDEO

1.6 BOOK

0.9 BIBLE PIC

0.9 BOOK VIDEO

1.1 ANTIQUES

1.3 ANTIQUES

BOOK PIC
CAN SAVE THEM ALL...

GLOBS/INFANT
HANGS
PIC

0.9s

SILHOUETTES
CHILDREN
PIC

0.9s

GLOBS/
HANGS
PIC

0.9s

FIRES
PIC

0.4s

Download more iMovie Trailer Planners at